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historian should cast a wider net for the truth and collect
a more varied range of materials into his survey. It is
essentially the literary imagination that is at work when
Carlyle turns aside from the thought of a great battle to
remember that " in its thousand remote valleys a whole
world of existence was blooming and fading while the
famous victory was won or lost". Similarly, after a
vivid, violent depiction of the taking of the Bastille he
lifts up his head, widens the range of his survey, and says :
0	evening sun of July, how, at this hour, thy beams fall
slant on reapers and peaceful woody fields ; on old women
spinning in cottages;   on ships far out on the silent main;
on Balls at the Orangerie of Versailles, where high-rouged
Dames of the Palace are even now dancing with double-
jacketed Hussar-Officers;  and also on this roaring Hell-
porch of a H6tel-de-Ville.
Macaulay in his Introduction to his History writes :
1	should very imperfectly execute the task which I have
undertaken if I were merely to treat of battles and sieges,
of the rise and fall of administrations, of intrigues in the
palace and debates in the Parliament.   It will be my endeav-
our to relate the history of the people as well as the history
of the government, to trace the ^progress of useful and
ornamental arts, to describe the rise of religious sects and
the changes of literary taste, to portray the manners of
successive generations and not to pass by with neglect
even the revolutions which have taken place in dress,
furniture, repasts and public amusements.   I shall cheerfully
hear the reproach of having descended below the dignity
of history, if I can succeed in pkcing before the England
of the nineteenth century a true picture of the life of their
ancestors*
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